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DAS_Tools For Windows 
A Clarion For Windows ToolBox

DAS_Tools For Windows is a compilation of functions and procedures to assist the developer in 
handling the difficult tasks of  creating applications using the Clarion For Windows environment.  The 
Library is made up of both 16 and 32 bit compiled LIB files as well as Utility, Extension and Procedure 
Templates.  In this version we have included Time, Date and String routines from the Clarion 3.1 version of
DasTools.  These functions were very popular in the DOS libraries and just make it very simple to 
manipulate date and time data, see "Included Routines" below for examples.  

We also enhanced the package by adding a few of our favorite extensons templates that we 
thought you would enjoy.  These include the DAS_Multi_Limiter Extension Template which limits the 
number of workstations in your EXE at one time.  We also included the DAS_Demo Procedure Extension 
template which allows you to distribute a DEMO version of your product with very little effort on your 
part.  

Other templates included are DAS_VarFilePath, DAS_SplashMouse, DAS_SplashTime, 
DAS_MessageBox, DAS_ApplStats, DAS_DateFix, DAS_ProcComments, DAS_DictionaryDoc, 
DAS_ApplicationDoc and the DAS_ProcCallTree.    

Our Application and Dictionary Documentation Utility templates are standard equipment in our 
toolbox.  We felt that these were too essential to just be included as extras.  All the information which is 
hidden inside the APP and DCT file can  now be revealed and put to work for you while you are developing
an APP or undertaking the difficult task of writting documentation.    

The DASDEMO.EXE as well as the DASDEMO.APP are included, not only to instantly show off 
our products, but to be ripped apart, trashed and reinvented so as to demonstrate for you the implementation



and ease of use of the DAS_Tools for Windows features.
We think you will be very happy with DAS_Tools For Windows.  Our beta testers are rigorously 

testing all DAS_Tools For Windows features across Windows 3.1, Windows 3.11, WFWG 3.11, Windows 
95 and Windows NT platforms.  We feel very confident in the stability of our product as we release it to the
public.  Tinman Software Corp gaurantees your satisfaction with our products or your money back.  

As always, we encourage any, and all, comments regarding our products.  Should you have any 
ideas for a new feature you would like added to DAS_Tools For Windows, just let us know.  

DAS Security For Windows
A Security Extension for Clarion For Windows
The Premier Security System for Clarion For Windows.

DAS_Secuirty  For  Windows  is  a  compilation  of  functions  and  templates  which  assist  the
developer in handling the difficult tasks of  adding user friendly security to applications using the Clarion
For Windows environment.  The Library is made up of both 16 and 32 bit compiled LIB files as well as
Utility, Extension and Procedure Templates. 

We needed a better security system than the products currently available on the market.  Our
customers demanded more sophisticated security control.  So we sat down and came up with this approach.
Our customers loved the idea.  One Security Administrator can  easily maintain thousands of users, groups
and resources incredibly fast.  DAS Security is the most sophisticated securty product available for Clarion
for Windows.

DAS_SECURITY was designed to allow you to implement a little security or a lot based on your
needs. You may control access to the program only or to just about every thing else within the program. We
selected to control access to the application features by the use of, what we call, "resources".

Resources are procedures,  buttons,  controls, entry fields,  strings, etc,  that  you want to control
access to.  In a normal situation each procedure would be defined as a resource, and each control placed on
the windows will have its own unique "resource" automatically assigned to it.  Do'n let this scare you, we
designed DAS_SecExport, an Application Template Utility, to create an export file automatically.  This
export file can then be imported directly into the Security Administration Program, which is included.  This
Security  Administration  Program  is  then  distributed  to  your  endusers  so  the  assigned  Security
Administartor may assign access to your application. 

Again, don't let this scare you,  it is very simple to take an existing APP and add just the security
you need.  There is no handcodeing involved.  Just point and click and you have the basic security already
implemented.  If you need to change the PROP:Attribute of any control in a window based upon the users
security level, simply add the DAS_Security Procedure Template to that particular procedure and add the
controls and thier respective PROP:Attribute to the Template (by point and click) and you are finished.
Allow the on-site Security Administrator to handle the users, group and resource access.  We even allow
you to limit user or group access by the time of day.

The level to which you take this security system will vary with your needs.  All the tools are
included to make this the best security enhancement package on the market.

We  think  you  will  be  very  happy  with  DAS_Security  For  Windows.   Our  beta  testers  are
rigorously testing all DAS_Security For Windows features across Windows 3.1, Windows 3.11, WFWG
3.11, Windows 95 and Windows NT platforms.  We feel very confident in the stability of our product as we
release it  to the public.  Tinman Software Corp gaurantees your satisfaction with our products or your
money back.

As always, we encourage any, and all, comments regarding our products.  Should you have any
ideas for a new feature you would like added to DAS_Security For Windows, just let us know.



DAS_Tools For Clarion For DOS 
A Clarion For DOS ToolBox

DASTOOLS for CFD is a set of procedures and functions for extending your Clarion for 
DOS programs. It was written in Assembler, Clarion, and Topspeed C. DASTOOLS for CFD 
currently contains over 200 procedures and functions in the following categories (Date, Time, 
Memory, System, Keyboard, Mouse, Video, Directory and Path, Drive, File, DOS, Printer, String, 
Hex/Binary/Bit, Pop Ups, Sound, Network, File/Report View, Security, and other Many other 
areas).  

Includes C3 For DOS Template Enhancements which simplify implementation of many of 
the DAS TOOLS features such as our Premier Security Sytem, our Report PreViewer and Printer 
Redirection with on the fly Printer Selection.  Includes a INVOICE.APP which demonstartes 
implementation of all C3 Enhancements.

Includes the Premier DAS_Security System for Clarion For DOS.  This full feature 
security system is based on high level main frame type security.  Our security system allows the 
on site security administrator to quickly define users or groups access to the system.  This is 
accomplished through the use of predefined system resources, which can either be local or global
and a series of user and group databases which are iner-related.  

Our approach to security takes away all the druggery involved in setting up a 
sophisticated security system.  Just one, two, three... and you have all the makings of a highly 
sophisticated security resource library which can be easily manipulated to provide any level of 
security which the on site security administrator requires.

The Security Administration Program is included, this is the program which makes it very 
simple for the security administrator to regulate application security. 

We have included the INVOICE.APP which demonstrates all DAS_Security features.


